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Legal education, including legal writing, can be criticized for presenting a monocultural, monochromatic, and overly doctrinal view of the world. We often select our legal research and writing problems for their doctrinal content, analytical structures, and adversarial balance. Given broad coverage concerns including legal bibliography; hybrid research; analytical paradigms and rule proofs; predictive and persuasive discourse conventions; and skills of counseling, negotiation, and oral advocacy, legal writing teachers necessarily concentrate on bare minimums rather than curricular enhancements. In making these hard choices, we tend to select our client problems without significant regard to the demographic diversity of our students, the diversity of their future clients, and the social justice concerns that might otherwise animate our discipline.

Although many legal writing professionals are committed in their personal and professional lives to redressing legacies of past injustice and to reforming present inequities, we often struggle over whether and how to bring these “outside” commitments into the classroom. If the importance of addressing class advantage, racism, sexism, disability discrimination, and homophobia were obvious and if it were easy to do so, each of us would be doing it already. Accordingly, we should consider both the predicate question “Why incorporate diversity/social justice issues?” and the more pragmatic question “How do we do it?”

Why Should We Address Diversity and Social Justice in Our Classrooms?

This question does not have a single answer for all legal writing classes or for every teacher.

My answers are personal, as well as contextual. Having grown up in Northern Kentucky in the long shadow of Jim Crow and the bright light of the civil rights movement, having fought in the anti-war movement while my twin brother was in ROTC, and having married a first-wave feminist after being mothered by a stay-at-home mom, I frankly cannot imagine not addressing these issues—my life and my times are full of them. I also teach at a law school that attracts a diverse student body and that defines itself in terms of public interest. Thus, even if my own personal experiences and values did not compel me to address these issues, institutional forces and student demands might. But other legal writing teachers have different paths to the present, and their experiences of privilege and oppression are different from mine. Despite there being no universal answers to the “why” question, there are at least three pretty good answers.

The diversity of our students. Law school is a far more diverse place than it was 25 or even 10 years ago. The number of female applicants now, for the first time, equals the number of males, and the proportion of students of color is still relatively small but increasing. Fewer gay and lesbian students are closeted. Similarly, more students with disabilities are attending law school and come with just claims for accommodation. Even though legal education employs instructional methods designed to indoctrinate this diverse group of students into a dominant legal culture, the educational needs and life ambitions of our students cannot be satisfied by a legal writing curriculum that neglects their multiple experiences and perspectives. Indeed, a curricular pedagogy that marginalizes paterned experiences of discrimination and the diverse perspectives of our students predictably alienates and frustrates them, many of whom already experience additional burdens of stereotype threat and cultural disjunction in our classrooms. If we want our diverse student body to learn better, to succeed in law school, and to pluralize and reform the legal community, then we will have to do a better job addressing their intra-psychic needs and the concerns of their constituent communities.

The diversity of our country and its growing international connections. The United States is becoming increasingly diverse demographically and the majority of the population will be nonwhite within 50 years. Moreover, the U.S. economy and its people are increasingly connected to others throughout the world through globalization, immigration, and travel. Finally, the legal interests of these diverse communities lie at the center of a just political economy. Issues of wealth redistribution; housing, school, and job opportunity; and political participation are significantly structured by the legal regime. As legal practitioners, students will need to be comfortable dealing with clients different from themselves and competent addressing legal concerns outside their immediate experience. Thus, if we want our students to be successful interacting with a more diverse group of clients and more responsive to diverse legal needs, we will need to expose them to legal and cultural pluralism earlier and more consistently in their legal training.

Problems in an unjust world. Most of us would agree that social justice remains an elusive and unachieved goal. Economic data clearly shows that the rich are getting richer and the poor poorer. The badges and incidents of slavery persist among African-Americans who still earn and own less, who live in more confined communities, who are profiled by the police and jailed disproportionately, and who suffer worse health and worse health care. Women too still earn less, care for others more, and are victimized more often by violence inside and outside the home. Gays and lesbians, though economically mainstreamed, still cannot marry, still face barriers to parenting, and still can be brutalized on the street. Despite the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons with disabilities are often excluded from the economie mainstream and from public buildings.

Internationally, issues of injustice are even more acute. Poverty in the developing world is worse, not better, than it was 30 years ago. For example, out of 34.3 million people with HIV, nearly 24.5 million reside in sub-Saharan Africa. If we want law students to be prepared to deal with issues of social justice on a local, national, and global stage, we have to put issues of human and economic rights somewhere on the stage, if not center stage, in our teaching.

How Can We Address Diversity and Social Justice Issues in Our Classrooms?

This trio of answers, though far from complete, is compelling enough, I hope, to encourage us to consider how to incorporate issues of diversity and social justice into legal writing programs. In making these suggestions, I will include some experiments that I and others have tried, and others I wish we had.

Creating virtual realities and compelling contexts. When drafting our legal writing problems, we often focus on legally relevant material at the expense of contextual detail that animates moral reasoning in the real world. Although lawyers necessarily go through a process of selection in constructing legal narratives and legal theories, to do so prematurely robs students of the opportunities to explore the social background as well as the legal foreground of a dispute or transaction. In particular, since moral reasoning and legal problem solving around issues of discrimination and social justice are likely to be more situational than abstract, we should concentrate on creating “thick” legal problems—ones that are embedded in a historical time and place and constrained by dominant interests and institutional arrangements.

Example: In our Legal Practice Program, we use a 221-page case file, including a 142-page discovery record. The case involves a failed HUD project, a renovated low-income housing co-op, a struggling single mom with a troubled teenage son, a volunteer security force that neglects its duties, an elderly tenant who is robbed and injured, and a manufacturer that failed to deliver nonduplicable keys despite warranting to do so. Even though students primarily work on the third-party crime issue, contextual complexity heightens the intensity of their moral and legal inquiry.

Creating and interacting with clients with realistic identities. Real clients have identities. They are white or black or Latino/a or Asian-American; they are U.S. born or Kenyan or Jamaican; they are male or female or transgendered or transsexual; they are gay or straight or bisexual; they are young or middle-aged or older; they are able-bodied or impaired, Catholic or agnostic, and on and on. In fact, individual clients are always many of these things— their identities are constituted by their unique personal histories and by the communities they have called home. Thus, if we want our students to seriously address issues of diversity in the legal problems we assign, even at the margins, we must create a diverse world. Although the default path might be to create either sanitized clients or clients who fulfill a stereotype, we should do everything in our power to particularize the characters we cast in our legal writing problems for several reasons. First, when we create “generic” brand clients, our students tend either to ignore issues of identity altogether or to project prevailing cultural stereotypes. Second, when we create paper clients with whom students do not have to interact, students learn incorrectly that legal writing is an instrumentalist, self-directed skill instead of a representation skill, one that is responsive to the needs, goals, and perspectives of a real, but “messy” client. Third, one of the most important skills of lawyering is learning how to connect, empathize, and struggle with “imperfect” clients who come from unique and perhaps alien social locations.

Example: In our Legal Practice problem, students observe and participate in at least one client interview and counseling session. Mr. Agar, the plaintiff tenant, is a 72-year-old, white widower who has a drinking problem. He is afraid of losing his apartment, afraid that he’ll be permanently disabled, and ambivalent about suing his neighbors. He lied in a deposition and wants to keep his alcohol treatment records private. He is alternately cantankerous and depressed. Ms. Melendez, the president of the defendant housing

"By interacting with ‘real’ clients, students and instructors can also explore complicated issues of lawyer domination and client control.”

co-op, is middle-aged, Latina, and concerned about her job. She hires troubled youths, she tries to involve tenants in the management at the development, and she struggles to enforce safety policies. She has to decide whether to try to evict the Lewis family, whether to put Mr. Agar’s unit on the market, and whether to settle his lawsuit. Kenny Lewis, the teenage assailant, lives with his mom and two younger sisters and is suspected of involvement in a youth gang. His father has abandoned the family and his mom works full time. Does he have a race? Of course he does, and although many students initially assume he is black, we make sure to clarify that he is white and then discuss “youth gang” as a code word, and the danger of appealing to bias. In counseling these clients, instructors and students ask them what they want, how they want to be portrayed during the case, and how they want to portray their party-opponents. By interacting with “real” clients, students and instructors can also explore complicated issues of lawyer domination and client control.

Putting issues of equality and social justice center stage. In addition to populating complex virtual realities with multidimensional clients, legal writing teachers can put issues of legal diversity, social justice, and client empowerment at the center of their legal problems. According to this principle, instructors would assign problems that require students to address human rights issues, e.g., political asylum; discrimination issues, e.g., high-stakes testing; and economic justice issues, e.g., community reinvestment. Admittedly, when creating legal writing problems, instructors often have to choose first-year material. Moreover, instructors should worry about creating “hot” topics that can trigger traumatic memories for certain students and that are so imbalanced that students on the “bad guy” side feel set up. Nonetheless, it should be possible to select cases in which individual claims for justice connect with group harms, where the law needs to be reformed because of the way it privileges power, or where novel legal theories must be cobbled together to address a newly defined need. Although legal writing teachers tend to focus on domestic law problems, we could also consider problems that address justice issues between the global North and the global South.

Examples: When in South Africa this past summer, I authored a legal analysis and writing problem that focused on the unaffordability of HIV/AIDS medications in South Africa and on the constitutionality of a dual or tiered pricing scheme by international pharmaceutical companies that had a disparate racial effect. On previous trips, out of my experiences in South African law clinics, I authored multicultural and human rights problems dealing with a lesbian custody dispute and with misappropriation of cows paid as part of the lobola, or bride’s price, in a customary law marriage. Previously at Northeastern, we have used a statutory analysis, plea-bargaining simulation involving “skinhead” racial violence. Similarly, Charles Calleros has written extensively about using writing problems that involve Native-American legal and cultural issues and issues of discrimination against gays and lesbians. Clinical literature is full of simulations and real-life examples of social justice and diversity issues that arise in live-client law school clinics and of teaching methods that try to deal with them appropriately.

Dealing with “ancillary” diversity and social justice issues. Even if it is not possible or desirable to build an entire legal writing curriculum or research problem around an equity or social justice issue, it certainly is possible to have students address these as ancillary issues both in writing and in class discussion. Although there is some risk of giving an implicit message that these issues are “peripheral” by treating them as ancillary, there is an even greater risk of disafflicting students by ignoring such issues altogether.

3 Calleros, supra note 2, at 150–56.
Examples: In our Legal Practice case, we talk about discrimination against the elderly and against those with substance abuse problems. Students must research and write both about state psychotherapist/patient privilege rules and about federal statutes providing confidentiality for substance abuse treatment records. In class, we talk about the desirability of hiring troubled youth, about whether it is appropriate to evict entire families based on the misconduct of one household member, and about the financial issues and benign integration prohibitions that complicate housing choices for low-income people. Although these discussions occasionally are treated as distractions, many students relish the opportunity to talk about some of the values and experiences that brought them to law school in the first place.

Reading law critically. Although some legal writing specialists may have been too passive toward law as given, many have argued that we must teach students to read law critically. By opening legal text to scrutiny, the social origins of law are revealed, as are its assumptions about the world and preferred power relationships. By criticizing legal text, students can learn to talk back to power by exploring and exploding master stories of race, class, and gender—all the systems of oppression that make our world less just. By criticizing legal text, students can also discover their interpretive responsibilities—their power to transform law in the pursuit of social justice.

Examples: When we first ask students to write a “case brief,” we ask them to write a “Context and Commentary” section. This section asks students to express their experience of the world and to use that experience to interrogate and criticize the court’s reasoning and outcome. Similarly, because many of the cases that students read when researching our simulation involve crimes of sexual violence against women, we ask students to reflect upon and criticize the courts’ collective unwillingness to address this reality more directly. To augment this focus, we have created a parallel mini-simulation that involves a related domestic-violence case. In both cases, we ask the students to consider whether the law should address issues of violence against women more directly and whether the tort system’s third-party crime rules are effective legal/social policies for redressing these forms of harm.

Pluralizing participation in the legal writing classroom. Some legal writing professionals, especially Charles Calleros and Kathryn Stanchi, have urged that the legal writing classroom be pluralized and that legal writing instructors should undertake “to ensure that the lived experiences, perspectives, and voices of outsider students be included both in the classroom and in legal discourse.” As discussed above, when we add multicultural issues to the classroom, we implicitly encourage minority students to participate knowingly about their communities and traditions. By so participating, students are less alienated, more engaged, and more likely to express themselves authentically. However, one of the complexities of using difference in the classroom is getting mainstream students to appreciate perspectives and experiences radically different from their own. A second problem is how to prevent putting minority students on the spot and treating them as stand-ins for their entire note 2; see Sossin, supra note 1, at _–_._. Calleros, supra note 2, at 151–53; Brook K. Baker, Dilemmas of Cross-Cultural (and Inner-Cultural) Lawyering and Teaching: Six Months in South African Classrooms and Clinics, 5–19 (draft on file with the author 1998). Stanchi, supra note 2, at 51–57; Parker, supra note 7.
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“[A]s instructors we must be aware of our own cultural baggage, our inherited insights and blind spots.”

A third difficulty is how to avoid a classroom dynamic that builds stereotypes and essentialist views about individuals and groups rather than combating them. Fourth, in order to be successful in pluralizing the classroom, we may have to counteract some conventional classroom dynamics that limit participation by “outsider” students. For example, observers of classroom participation find that white men with more unquestioned social power speak more frequently and more confidently in most law school classes. Mertz describes these “tribal” voices as the “kinds of voices [that] can speak in the language of the law.”

Examples: Despite the difficulties of ensuring pluralistic participation, there are techniques that expand dialogue. One particularly effective strategy is to have students break into small discussion groups so that everyone gets to participate. Another is to ask students to write some thoughts down on paper before they speak, thereby encouraging participation by those who are careful and slow as well as quick and glib. A third strategy is to ask students to share cultural introductions after some initial trust has been established. A fourth is to ask whether people have experience with a particular diversity issue while avoiding looking at target group members only—after all, for example, white people know a lot about racism too!

Improving instructor/student cross-cultural transactions. It would be comforting if the only mistakes and difficulties in cross-cultural exchanges were between students, but as instructors we must be aware of our own cultural baggage, our inherited insights and blind spots, and be willing to navigate the interpersonal dilemmas created by systems of oppression that affect us and our students. For example, students may be resistant to our efforts to socialize them to discourse conventions and to a rule of law that has disadvantaged them and their communities. Students may experience the imperative “to write like a lawyer” as an implied disavowal of their own contrasting conventions of expression. Students may also fear that legal writing instructors will evaluate them subjectively and unfairly, especially because so many outsider students have experienced stereotyped responses and reduced educational opportunity in the past. In other words, there are cultural barriers and barriers of unfamiliarity, distrust, and suspicion that can complicate our efforts to create productive pedagogical alliances with students from diverse backgrounds and that require us to become more culturally competent. We have to find out more about students’ varied backgrounds and perspectives without thereby placing them in an “essentialist” box. Not only must we acknowledge rough spots when they occur, but we must also be willing to say “sorry” when we learn that we have affronted a student. Moreover, we have to train students to accept constructive feedback, not as a form of domination, but as an act of collaboration by a more knowledgeable mentor.

Examples: At legal writing conferences, multiple presenters have addressed interpersonal problems that arise in teaching students in general, and diverse student populations in particular. At Northeastern, we hire a multicultural trainer for a full Saturday to work with each rotation of teaching assistants and course instructors. We also give teaching assistants several diversity articles to read to help prepare them for their work. Finally, we regularly ask questions in TA training sessions
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and in our individual supervision meetings about difficulties teaching assistants might be having and whether they need assistance brainstorming constructive responses.

Conclusion

I am confident that many legal writing colleagues routinely address issues of equity and social justice in their legal writing programs and in their classrooms. Despite this confidence, I believe that we are not yet doing enough to share our experiences with each other. Over the long run, we will need to explore stories of brilliant success and traumatic failure so that we can expand our repertoire of pedagogical innovations that address these areas of vital concern.
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